In 1952 Archie stated “In discussing the petrophysics of limestones, it is necessary to first classify them in a manner to portray as much as possible the essential pore characteristics of a reservoir. The application of petrophysical relationships in limestones can be much more difficult than for sandstones because of the heterogeneity. This is due mainly to the variation of pore size distribution.”

The attribute within Archie’s equation which represents the pore system tortuosity is the “m” exponent. Complications in carbonate formation evaluation can arise due to mixed mineralogy’s (which affects the estimation of total porosity) and wettability (Sweeny & Jennings)/surface roughness (Diederix) which drive the “n” exponent, but from one perspective the “m” exponent can be said to often represent the essence of carbonate petrophysics.

As compared to clastic petrophysics, which is typically compromised by clay conductivity issues, carbonate petrophysics issues will in many cases revolve around proper characterization of the pore system, which reflects both depositional and diagenetic properties. Jerry Lucia advises us to focus on petrophysical properties, not genesis, and we thus realize that petrophysical zones may be genuinely different than geological zones: Figure 1.

While there are several carbonate classification systems in the public domain (Lucia, Lønøy, etc), Focke and Munn’s work is particularly complete in that it illustrates each of the following: Figure 2.

- Pore geometry per thin sections.
- Laboratory “m” measurements correlated with thin section descriptions.
- Wireline methodology for determining “m” in the wellbore, across.
both the water leg and hydrocarbon column.

- Comparison of wireline-determined “m” and lab-determined “m”.

Focke and Munn find that the difference between an inter-particle and vuggy pore system can be as large as an “m” of ~ 2 versus an “m” of ~ 4, corresponding to an Sw uncertainty of ~ 20% versus ~ 75%: Figure 3.

The consequences can be devastating: an interval of high resistivity (apparently pay) may be nothing more than relatively tortuous, water-filled pore system.

One approach to this uncertainty is to combine a non-Archie tool (such as the dielectric) with a conventional (shallow reading, since the dielectric is also shallow) resistivity measurement, and with this multiplicity of measurements deduce what the foot-by-foot “m” is in the wellbore: Figure 4.

Another option might be to partition the pore system with modern tools (Gomaa et al, Ramamooorthy, et al, etc) and to then independently estimate the corresponding foot-by-foot “m” with some kind of electrical circuit model (Aguilera, Wang & Lucia, etc).

An attraction of a mathematical representation of the “m” exponent is that “what if” calculations can be done, to ascertain the

Sw calculates “good” but Test is “water”!!

Where m ~ 2.0 ➔ 2.5, calculations and test agree

Across the water test ‘m’ approaches 3.5

Failure to recognize this yields Sw(Actual) ~ Sw(m=2) / 0.25 or Sw(Actual) ~ 4 * Sw(m=2)
Comparison of Empirical Models for Calculating the Vuggy Porosity and Cementation Exponent of Carbonates from Log Responses. Fred P. Wang and F. Jerry Lucia

We should furthermore not lose sight of the fact that there may be intervals, particularly in the vicinity of the transition zone, across which the Archie calculation is simply not valid (Griffiths et al).

Where to Focus

Although the “m” exponent may (logically) be the first issue that comes to mind in carbonate evaluation, it does not always dominate the uncertainty in Sw estimates. There are two basic ways of identifying “where the focus should be”: Figure 6.

- Take the various partial derivatives of Archie’s equation, and compare magnitudes for locally specific values and uncertainties.
- Monte Carlo simulation.

The two options complement one another in that the derivatives are easy to code into a spreadsheet or range of estimates corresponding to a range of input uncertainties (uncertainty in, for example, the porosity partition).

Regardless of what approach is used to estimate the wellbore “m”, due diligence requires that at every opportunity the result be compared against the inferred Archie estimate in the water leg [where Sw = 1 and m = log(Rw/Ro)/Log(Phi)]: Figure 5.

petrophysical s/w package (for foot-by-foot display), while the Monte Carlo gives insight into the up- and down-sides (with 95% confidence, the uncertainty will be less than high – low calculations).

Using Chen and Fang’s parameters to illustrate the differential approach (Figure 6) we note that as porosity varies, the relative importance of “m” and “n” also varies. That is, the importance of a single attribute, “m” for example, is linked to the magnitude of other attributes.

In the case at hand, a 20 pu formation evaluation should focus on improved porosity and ‘m’ estimates, with ‘n’ of relatively less importance.

If porosity rises to 30 pu, however, improved porosity estimates become more important with ‘m’ and ‘n’ having similar, and less, impact.

As porosity drops to 10 pu, it is the pore connectivity (‘m’) that begins to dominate the accuracy.

The relative importance of ‘m’ and ‘n’ depend not only upon their specific uncertainty, but also upon the porosity of the interval in question; there is a link.

After C. Chen and J. H. Fang.


The mental image that emerges is that as porosity decreases, its connectivity (or efficiency) becomes increasingly important.

Were the formation water resistivity to change, it’s quite possible that the focus should also change: Figure 8.

In summary, each situation should be evaluated with its locally specific parameters and uncertainties, and our focus (and budget) applied accordingly.

**“m” and Carbonate Pore Systems**

Archie measured the porosity, permeability and resistivity of brine saturated carbonate and non-shaly sand samples, across a range of brine salinities, to observe a linear relation between Ro (brine saturated sample resistivity) and Rw (brine resistivity).

This resistivity ratio is known as the Formation Factor, where

\[ FF = \frac{R(\text{sample})}{R(\text{brine})} = 1 / \phi^m \]

Archie commented that ‘m’ was about 1.3 in unconsolidated rock and increased as the cementation increased. A typical formation “starting point” value for “m” is 2.0.

It was Hubert Guyod who gave us the term “cementation exponent, and who incidentally, also suggested the original name of the SPWLA Journal (The Log Analyst).

The “m” exponent typically involves a log-log display of the basic data, and as such is less intuitive than a simple linear display. Semi-log and log-log displays are common in many petrophysical endeavors (phi – perm, etc), however, and it’s useful to be able to “draw our own line” through the data and deduce the corresponding exponent. The Key to working with the Log-Log displays is to “think in terms of decades” and ‘take logarithms’ when working with numerical values.

Sketching “our line” through Archie’s 1942 data and drawing upon the slope-intercept formulation of a linear relation, reveals that “m” ~ 2.0 is indeed a reasonable starting point with that data set: Figure 9.

While it was Mr Guyod who gave us the terminology “cementation exponent”, it appears that we derive the “m” nomenclature from the mathematician’s slope-intercept representation of a straight line, wherein the slope is denoted by “m”: \( y = mx + b \).

Looking ahead just a bit, to the Resistivity Index (in contrast to the Formation Factor), it would further seem that our “n” nomenclature may have arisen alphabetically, since “n” follows “m”.

Interestingly from a historical perspective, this kind of relationship had been postulated earlier by Sundberg, but without the supporting data.
**Archie’s 1947 Data - Sandstone and Limestone**

Conceptually, given that both represent a “flow”, one might expect a stronger relationship between resistivity and permeability, as compared to resistivity and porosity. Archie addressed this by plotting his measurements both ways: Figure 10.

Perhaps surprisingly, the various Formation Factor measurements converge much better when displayed against porosity, than against permeability, prompting Archie to suggest that molecular fluid flow (permeability) and ionic motion (current) were “different”. Those who have worked both IG/IX and chalk systems are already aware of this, having noticed that the “m” for the two very different permeabilities can both be about 2.

Verwer et al have performed a digital image analysis of thin sections representing carbonate plugs upon which resistivity measurements were made. Three attributes were recognized as playing an important role.

- Perimeter over area: two-dimensional equivalent to the pore surface / pore volume ratio.
- Dominant pore size: the upper boundary of pore sizes with which 50% of the porosity on the thin section is composed.
- Microporosity: calculated as the difference between the observed macro-porosity in DIA and the measured porosity from the plug sample.

Their measurements, nicely illustrated with accompanying thin sections, demonstrate that in addition to our intuitive expectations,

- **samples with high resistivity can have high permeability,**
- **samples with low permeability can have a (relatively) low “m” exponent.**

As Archie pointed out in 1952, carbonate pore systems may be quite variable, causing an “m” = 2 calculation to be non-representative. Wyllie and Gregory bounded the “m” exponent for a range of bead packs consisting of unconsolidated and cemented spheres, via chemical flushes, and found the relation between formation factor and porosity could involve an additional parameter, “C”, which differed from unity.
\[ FF = \frac{R_{\text{sample}}}{R_{\text{brine}}} = \frac{C}{\phi^m} \]

“C” is formation dependent, and the range of “m” exponents was found to be \( m \sim 1 \) for unconsolidated beads \( m \sim 4 \) for cemented beads: Figure 11.

Wyllie and Gregory constructed bead packs with varying degrees of cementation

The baseline represents a formation of unconsolidated spheres

This data prompted them to propose the relation

\[ FF = \frac{C}{\phi^m} \]

*C* was a formation dependent constant

\( m \sim 1 \) for unconsolidated spheres

\( m \sim 4 \) for cemented bead pack

Their Rock Type 4, representing a diagenetic inversion in which Original Porosity \( \rightarrow \) Rock and Original Rock \( \rightarrow \)

Porosity is an example of where an increase in porosity corresponds to an increase in vuggy porosity content. Because the vuggy porosity is “less efficient” at electrical conduction, the “m” exponent (counter-intuitively) rises as porosity increases: Figure 13.

Focke and Munn then conducted a detailed study of “m” measurements on actual carbonate samples, supported with thin section descriptions to find systematic relations between the “porosity type” and “m”.

While the intergranular / intercrystalline pore system had \( m \sim 2 \) (so long as \( \phi > 5 \) pu), consistent with Archie’s earlier lab work, vuggy pore systems could exhibit an “m” that reached 5: Figure 12.

**Figure 11**

- Wyllie and Gregory constructed bead packs with varying degrees of cementation
- The baseline represents a formation of unconsolidated spheres
- This data prompted them to propose the relation
  \[ FF = \frac{C}{\phi^m} \]
- *C* was a formation dependent constant
- \( m \sim 1 \) for unconsolidated spheres
- \( m \sim 4 \) for cemented bead pack

**Figure 12**

- Geological descriptions of hundreds of samples reveal a systematic relation between Rock Type and Archie’s “m” exponent
- Rock with a more tortuous and/or poorly interconnected porosity (moldic) display well-defined trends of increasing “m” with increasing porosity
  - The additional moldic porosity is less effective at electrical conduction
  - In some rock “m” is found to rise from 2 @ 5 pu, to 5.4 @ 35 pu
- “m” variations, within a specific Rock Type, can be reduced by segregating the samples of a specific Rock Type into Permeability Classes
- **Figure 13.**

Schlumberger Technical Review, Volume 36 Number 3

J. W. Focke and D. Munn, SPE Form Evaluation, June 1987
Rock Type 4, the moldic limestone grainstone, represents a diagenetic inversion whereby the original porosity (between the grains) was filled with cement, and the original grains were dissolved to form the current porosity.

- Perm Class 1: Perm < 0.1 md
- Perm Class 2: 0.1 md < Perm < 1 md
- Perm Class 3: 1.0 md < Perm < 100 md
- Perm Class 4: 100 md < Perm

Although extreme, diagenetic inversion is reported in other studies, for example Eberli et al, who illustrate it with thin sections and describe the process as “the original grains are dissolved to produce pores as the original pore space is filled with cement to form the rock.”

Focke and Munn next noticed that the correlation between “m” and porosity could be improved by breaking that Rock Type into permeability classes, each of which corresponded to diagenetically inverted rock, but with different permeabilities. We shall return to the different “m” vs φ trends associated with the different permeability classes, within the context of a digital “m” exponent model, shortly.

Fracture porosity has an effect opposite to vuggy porosity, conceptually forming a kind of “short circuit”, which is represented mathematically by a decrease in value: Figure 14.

**Fracture porosity has an effect opposite to vuggy porosity**

- Provides a conductive conduit => lowers ‘m’
- “m” can be estimated with Charts

Illustrative calculation

υ is the fraction of porosity that is fracture

Schlumberger Technical Review, Volume 36 Number 3
Digital “m” Exponent Model

- The Dual Porosity Cementation Exponent model follows from a simple two component (intergranular and vuggy porosity) electrical model

\[ 1/R(\text{equivalent}) = 1/R_1 + 1/R_2 = C_0 = C_1 + C_2 \]

- Each component satisfies Archie’s relation between resistivity and formation factor

\[ \text{Resistivity} = \text{Rw} \ast \text{FF} \leftrightarrow \text{Conductivity} = \frac{\text{Cw}}{\text{FF}} \]

- Formation Factor is related to porosity as \( \text{FF} = \frac{a}{\Phi} \)

- The two component parallel circuit equation is then

\[ C_0 = C_w \left[ \frac{1}{\text{FF}_1} + \frac{1}{\text{FF}_2} \right] \]

\[ C_0 = C_w \left[ \frac{\Phi_1^{m(1)}}{a(1)} + \frac{\Phi_2^{m(2)}}{a(2)} \right] \]

- Now take \( a(1) = 1.0, m(2) = 1 \) and allow \( a(2) \) to vary from 1 to infinity [\( a_2 \) represents the tortuosity of the vuggy partition]

Within the Lucia system, “vuggy” porosity is everything that is not interparticle, and includes both “touching vugs” (fractures, etc) and separate vugs (moldic, intraparticle, etc). While there are charts available to estimate “m”, as a function of vuggy porosity content, for the various scenarios, it would be advantageous to have a digital model.

There are several digital models available, and here we use Wang & Lucia for illustrative purposes, because:

- It is based upon a simple circuit model that is easy to follow for those not particularly comfortable with electrical circuit theory,
- It allows for both “touching” and “separate” vugs, and everything in between,
- Wang and Lucia included independent QC checks on the viability of their model,

Wang and Lucia represent vuggy rock as a two component, parallel circuit: Figure 15.

Each component (independently) satisfies Archie’s equation, and they then simplify the resulting “net conductivity” expression by setting the “m” of the vuggy fraction to be 1 and representing the tortuosity of the vugs (be they touching, separate or something in between) with a parameter \( a_v \): Figure 16.

**Type I formula:** Assuming that \( m_1 \) is 1 and that \( a_v \) varies from 1 to infinity, we can write the parallel circuit equation as below

\[ m = \frac{\log \left( \frac{\phi_{ip}^{m(1)} + \phi_v}{a_v} \right)}{\log \phi_t} \]  
(30)

**The deduction of the net effective ‘m’ from the conductivity equation follows from (relative to the simple Archie relation)**

\[ R_0 = \frac{\text{Rw}}{(\Phi^m)} \Rightarrow C_0 = C_w \ast (\Phi^m) \]

Take logarithm of Co - Cw equation

\[ \log(C_0) = \log(C_w) + m \log(\Phi) \]

Following exhibit... Details following exhibit...
**Type I formula:** Assuming that $m_v$ is 1 and that $a_v$ varies from 1 to infinity, we can write the parallel circuit equation as below (details in exhibits following).

\[
C_0 = C_w \left( \phi_{ip}^{m_{ip}} + \phi_{ev} \right)
\]

(29)

\[
m = \frac{m_{ip}^{m_{ip}} + \phi_{ev}}{\log \phi_t}
\]

(30)

*The deduction of ‘m’ from the conductivity equation follows from* (relative to the simple Archie relation)

\[
R_0 = Rw / (\Phi^m) = \Rightarrow C_0 = C_w \ast (\Phi^m)
\]

\[
\log(Co) = \log(Cw) + m \log(\Phi)
\]

\[
m \log(\Phi) = \log(Co) - \log(Cw) = \log \left[ \phi_{ip}^{m_{ip}} + \phi_{ev} \right]
\]

\[
m = \frac{\log(Co) / \log(\Phi)}{\log(Co) / \log(Cw)} = \log \left[ \phi_{ip}^{m_{ip}} + \phi_{ev} \right] / \log(\Phi)
\]

Archie’s equation in the water leg, Figure 5, where they find that an appropriate choice of $a_v$ results in a match.

While there is a tendency to think of non-fracture vugs as “separate, without contribution to permeability”, a literature search will reveal instances of the permeability actually increasing, with the presence of vuggy content. This behavior brings forward the importance of parameter $a_v$, which is available to represent such a situation.

Wang and Lucia also tested their model in such a situation, drawing upon Meyers data, where they again found that a locally appropriate choice of $a_v$ brought measurements and estimates into agreement: Figure 18.

**The attraction of a digital model is that it allows “what if” calculations.** Suppose, for example, a visual examination of core indicates that about 1 pu of vuggy porosity is present, dispersed amongst the matrix porosity. If that vuggy porosity is not well connected (ie $a_v >> 1$) and the total porosity is ~ 5 pu or

This leaves them with an expression for the “net cementation exponent” as a function of the total porosity, the porosity partition, the exponent of the interparticle fraction ($m_{ip}$) and the “connectivity” of the vuggy fraction ($a_v$): Figure 17.

**With this digital model in hand, due diligence requires that it be “tested”, with one such test being a comparison of the calculated “m” to that inferred from**

**Figure 18.** Comparison of Empirical Models for Calculating the Vuggy Porosity and Cementation Exponent of Carbonates from Log Responses. Fred P. Wang and F. Jerry Lucia
So long as $\Phi \sim 5$ pu and greater, only at $a_v \sim 1$ does a small ($\Phi_v \sim 1$ pu) cause the Cementation Exponent to differ from $m_{ip} = 2.0$. So long as $\Phi \sim 10$ pu (or more) and the “vugs” are not present as fractures (or connected vugs), an “$m$” of ~ 2.5 would be a reasonable starting point.

If the calculated dual porosity exponent is a fair representation of the inverted Archie “$m$”, then the evaluation of vuggy intervals hinges upon the accuracy of the porosity partition, which may in fact be a hurdle. Limitations that will arise are,

- the image log will be compromised if the vug size is less than the button resolution, about $3 \rightarrow 5$ mm,
- in carbonates the NMR T2 will lose the pore size relation at pore body sizes of about $50 \rightarrow 100$ um.

More, the dual porosity model would indicate that an effective “$m$” of about 2 is a reasonable starting point: Figure 19.

If, however, that 1 pu is present in the form of well-connected vugs (fractures), then $a_v \sim 1$ and the effective “$m$” becomes much more sensitive to the porosity partition and connectivity.

Next consider an interval with about 5 pu of vuggy porosity (Figure 19, again), with a matrix cementation exponent of 2. So long as the total porosity is 10 pu or greater, a reasonable initial value of the effective “$m$” would be about 2.5, so long as the vuggy portion is not well connected.

Building upon this concept, we realize that if it is possible to partition porosity, foot-by-foot in the wellbore, then one may also calculate “$m$” foot-by-foot and use that exponent value to then estimate $Sw$. In such a situation, it would be advisable to seek out a water interval at the first opportunity and compare the resulting $Sw$ (which is hopefully close to 100 %) with that deduced from an inversion of Archie (as Wang & Lucia did, in Figure 5), for validation purposes.
There is yet another advantage of expressing the vuggy pore system exponent in mathematical form: it becomes possible to perform a Monte Carlo simulation: Figure 20.

Now we are able to account for uncertainty in the various inputs (the porosity partition, as an example), and characterize the Best Estimate in terms of probabilities. That is, rather than go with a high / low estimate, one can identify (for example) 95% of the MC distribution. In many cases we will find that, if we can accept two standard deviations of uncertainty (95%), the likely high / low values are not so extreme as the possible high / low. This is because, in general, it is unlikely that all the high (or low) input values will occur simultaneously.

The preceding illustrations represent a fixed vuggy portion in the presence of more or less matrix porosity. It is also possible that most of the porosity is in the form of vugs, with some small amount of (background) matrix porosity: Figure 21.

That is, instead of a constant 1 pu (or 5 pu) of vuggy porosity, as the total porosity goes up and down (Figure 19), one might have a small amount of interparticle porosity, with more or less vugs present. The dual porosity model exponent trends are now very different, because the bulk of the porosity is not “efficient”.

So long as the vugs are not connected, Figure 21 reveals a trend of increasing “m”, with increasing “porosity”. As \( a_v \) varies from slightly connected \( (a_v \sim 10) \) to separate \( (a_v \sim 1000) \), the different trends separate, and exhibit a pattern very similar to what Focke and Munn found experimentally.

Focke and Munn’s Rock Type 4 (diagenetically inverted), with different permeability classes, can be represented with the dual porosity model. At a simple level, the \( a_v \) values correspond to the choking off of the pore throats, which both reduces permeability and increases “m”.

It is important to realize that, conceptually, some pore systems may not satisfy the parallel circuit assumption and that additionally in some reservoirs the pore system is a triple porosity system, not dual. In such a situation, this parallel circuit dual porosity model is not going to be sufficient.
“m” from non-Archie Techniques
If the pore system can be partitioned, a mathematical model of the “m” exponent will allow one to then evaluate the hydrocarbon column with variable “m”. An alternative approach is to include an additional tool in the suite, which when combined with a resistivity measurement, allows one to deduce the local “m”, and to then use that “m” in the interpretation of the deep resistivity.

Focke and Munn combined the dielectric log with an Rxo measurement in just this way, to
- calculate “m” foot-by-foot in the hydrocarbon column,
- compare the wellbore “m” estimates with lab “m”.

Although the concept is straight-forward, Focke and Munn were careful to point out key issues that must be kept in mind.
- The evaluation requires that the dielectric be paired with routine porosity and Rxo tools, which have a greater depth of investigation and less vertical resolution. They are then reflecting a larger volume of reservoir than is the dielectric.
  - Rxo may also be reflecting a mix of mud filtrate and formation brine. If so, an ‘effective’ value - \( R_{mfe} \) - should be used.
  - Archie’s saturation exponent is assumed to be 2.0 and carbonates can assume non-water wet values with \( n > 2.0 \).

In their illustrative well, two pore systems are recognized, moldic and IG/IX: Figure 22. As expected, the moldic porosity exhibits an increased “m”, and reaches \( \sim 3.5 \) in places, as seen with both lab data and the dielectric-based estimate.


Wireline m(EPT) vs Laboratory m(core) are in general agreement

Cementation Exponents in Middle Eastern Carbonate Reservoirs J W Focke & D Munn, SPE Form Evaluation, June 1987

---

In the time since Focke and Rasmus, significant advances have been made in dielectric measurements, and they now offer more sophisticated options (Zapping Rocks. Romulo Carmona, et al. Oilfield Review. Spring 2011.).

Summary

In 1952 Archie pointed out the complications that arise with carbonate pore systems, which can result in tortuous water-filled pore systems having a resistivity similar to an inter-particle pore system that is hydrocarbon charged. In one sense then, and recognizing that other complications can be present, the cementation exponent (which represents the pore system tortuosity) represents the essence of carbonate petrophysics.

Wyllie and Gregory “bounded” the “m” with laboratory bead pack studies, finding that in a pack of unconsolidated beads “m” $\sim 1$, while “m” $\sim 4$ in a chemically cemented pack.

Focke and Munn interpreted hundreds of carbonate formation factor measurements, within the context of thin section descriptions, to find a systematic relation between Rock Type and “m”.

In the case of moldic porosity, Focke and Munn found that “m” systematically increases as total porosity increases: the additional porosity is simply “not effective” in the electrical conduction sense.
In general, the presence of vuggy porosity corresponds to an increase in “m”, with the magnitude of that increase differing from one data set to the next: Figure 23.

There are both charts and mathematical models that allow one to estimate “m” for various porosity partitions. The advantage of the mathematical model is that they easily allow both foot-by-foot estimates and Monte Carlo simulation.

Charts and models should always be tested, at the first opportunity, by comparing the “m” estimate to that deduced by inverting Archie’s equation in the water leg of a representative well. In the case of the Dual Porosity model used for illustrations herein, that comparison is reasonable. The Dual Porosity “m” model is also found to match the independent lab measurements of Meyers, and to capture the patterns reported by Focke and Munn.

A wellbore alternative to “m” models is to add a non-Archie tool to the tool suite, which allows an effective “m” to be deduced. That “m” is then used to interpret the deep resistivity measurement.

Regardless of the approach used, we should bear in mind that particularly in the vicinity of the transition zone, the reservoir may fail to satisfy the basic Archie criteria.
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